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“Even though I went to college, I didn’t know that missing 18 days or just two days a month – even in kindergarten - could put my son behind academically,” said Olga Nunez, the mother of three children. As a result, “my kid was missing kindergarten and it was because of me!” Thankfully, Nunez learned the facts about chronic absence from classes at the Parent Institute for Quality Education and her son was able to catch up. “Now that I know, I make sure that the two younger ones don’t miss so many days. This can happen to anyone, and it’s a message we have to deliver to parents.”

Every year, as many as 7.5 million students nationwide are chronically absent, meaning they miss 10 percent or more of the school year for any reason, excused or unexcused. That level of absenteeism predicts poor academic performance as early as kindergarten and is a warning sign that a high school student will drop out. The good news is that chronic absence can be reduced when schools work with families and communities to debunk common myths about attendance, build a culture of going to school or preschool every day and address barriers to getting to class.

Parents and families are essential partners in promoting good attendance because they, ultimately, have the bottom-line responsibility for making sure their children get to school every day. When children are young, they are especially dependent upon adults or older siblings to help them get to school or preschool. Just as parents should focus on how their children are performing academically, they have a responsibility to set expectations for good attendance and to monitor their children’s absences, so that missed days don’t add up to academic trouble.

To carry out this responsibility, however, parents need to be equipped with the right information so they are not unwittingly falling into traps created by common and pervasive myths about attendance. For example, many of us view good attendance as a matter of complying with rules.
We don’t recognize that good attendance is really a matter of providing children more and better opportunities to learn. We think that missing school is a problem only if a child was skipping school without permission. We don’t see that too many absences, even if they are excused, can hinder learning. In fact, just two or three absence a month can add up to too much lost time in the classroom. While some absences, especially those due to illness, may be unavoidable, it is important to get children to school as often as possible. Another myth is that attendance matters mostly for older students in middle or high school. We don’t recognize the adverse impact that poor attendance can have on learning as early as preschool or the importance of building a habit of good attendance from the beginning. Too few families or community members are aware of these realities.

Beyond their role in delivering children to school, families play an essential role in identifying, in any particular school or community, what the barriers are to attendance, as well as what would motivate students to go to school. Consider this framework for analyzing the factors contributing to chronic absence and found on http://www.attendanceworks.org/tools/assessments/. It shows how the insights of families – combined with local data and the perspectives of educators and service providers – can help determine what needs to change to ensure all students are present and engaged in learning at school or preschool.

Parents are also key advocates for change when chronic absence is affecting too many students at their child’s school. If high levels of chronic absence reflect systemic challenges – such as an unsafe school climate, high teacher turnover or absenteeism, or a lack of engaging instruction – parents should hold the school and district accountable for addressing these issues. If chronic absence is related to community challenges, such as the lack of a safe path to school or limited access to health resources, parents can play a role in developing solutions and advocating for community resources.

At every level, parent and family engagement is a key component of effective, comprehensive approaches to reducing chronic absence. All of us – schools, preschools, community agencies and parents themselves – can make a difference by engaging and helping families to nurture a habit of regular attendance so they can help their children realize their hopes and dreams.

What Parents Can Do

» Make getting students to school on time every day a top priority.

» Alert schools and community agencies to barriers that keep kids from attending class.

» Ask for and monitor data on chronic absence.

» Demand action to address systemic barriers that may be causing large numbers of students to miss too much school.
WHY THIS TOOLKIT?

Attendance Works is a national initiative aimed at advancing student success by reducing chronic absence, defined as the percentage of students missing 10 percent or more of the school year. We promote tracking chronic absence data for each student beginning in kindergarten, or ideally earlier, and partnering with families and community agencies to intervene when poor attendance is a problem for students or schools.

Every year, one in 10 kindergarten and 1st grade students misses 10 percent or more of school, nearly a month of class over the course of the school year. By middle and high school, the rates of chronic absence are far higher. Starting as early as preschool, however, too many absences can affect academic achievement, especially for low-income students unable to make up for lost time, research shows. Early chronic absence can leave children unable to read well by the end of 3rd grade, exacerbating the achievement gap. And it can set a pattern of poor attendance and academic failure for older students, fueling the dropout rate. By middle school, chronic absence is a proven early warning sign of high school dropout. For additional research on the adverse impact of chronic absence, go to http://www.attendanceworks.org/research/.

Attendance Works has created this toolkit to support parent engagement as part of a comprehensive approach to reducing chronic absence. You can see a graphic display of the key elements to reduce chronic absence on the next page or, to read about them in greater detail, go to http://www.attendanceworks.org/what-works/.
This toolkit aligns with frameworks on family engagement being developed by the U.S. Department of Education. The ideas, activities and materials are aimed at encouraging schools and preschools to partner with families to improve student achievement. They are based upon the premise that improving attendance requires that we respect and honor families’ knowledge and potential to make a contribution to their children’s education. We know that we cannot improve attendance unless we create processes that draw upon the hopes and dreams of parents for a better future for their children, as well as those parents’ insights into what is needed to help their children get to school. We also know that sustaining progress will be difficult unless districts and communities deliberately build systems that support family engagement.

Who Should Use This Toolkit?

This toolkit is intended to help the staff or leadership of any entity that works with parents, including schools, community-based organizations, parent organizations and faith-based institutions. Its goal is to equip these staff and leaders with the tools to help parents understand why attendance matters and how they can help ensure their children’s success in school by supporting attendance.
WHAT IS IN THIS TOOLKIT?

**This toolkit contains:**

1. **Research** showing a positive relationship between parent involvement and attendance as well as the results of new studies examining parents’ attitudes about school absences and their implications for messaging and action.

2. **Key Principles** for engaging parents on attendance.

3. **Materials** to share with parents about the importance of good attendance.

4. **A Set of Interactive Exercises** to spark awareness, conversation and action with groups of parents about the consequences of poor attendance on their children’s futures. Ideally these activities would be embedded into existing school activities or leadership programs for parents. (Note: The exercises create opportunities for starting a dialogue and forging positive relationships with parents that written materials, alone, do not.)

The materials and exercises in this toolkit are a starting point. More tools are being created every day as people in communities across the country see the urgent need to engage parents as partners in creating a better future for all children. For example, this toolkit does not focus on personalized early outreach, an important part of parent engagement that we hope to address in greater depth later. Our initial focus is on engaging groups of parents.
1. RESEARCH: THE IMPACT OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Research\(^1\) shows parent involvement has a positive impact on school attendance. In addition, Joyce Epstein and Steven Sheldon from Johns Hopkins University\(^2\) found that certain parent engagement practices contribute to improving daily attendance and decreasing chronic absence. Schools have better attendance when they:

» Orient parents on school policies and expectations for student attendance and on-time arrival.
» Provide parents with a school contact person.
» Communicate often (as needed) to provide all families with information on attendance.
» Reward students for excellent attendance. (This is not the same as perfect attendance. Attendance Works suggests rewarding students for improved attendance as well.)
» Make home visits.
» Refer chronically absent students to a school counselor or a truant officer who intervenes in firm, but positive, ways.

For a complete list of actions schools can take to involve parents, listen to Joyce Epstein’s presentation on this webinar.

While Epstein and Sheldon’s work focused on K-12 education, a growing body of research and practice suggest that parent involvement also improves attendance among preschoolers. The University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research, has just completed a study, Why Do Children Miss Preschool: Factors Related to Early Absences that found that factors that schools and preschools can control, not just the demographic characteristic of families, made a difference. These factors included, for example, the level of trust between teachers and parents, parent involvement, a sense of collective responsibility among teachers for their school, and whether a preschool was seen as part of a larger elementary school.

\(^1\) [http://www.csos.jhu.edu/p2000/Research/researchpubs.htm](http://www.csos.jhu.edu/p2000/Research/researchpubs.htm)

\(^2\) Additional resources on parent engagement are also available from the National Network of Partnership Schools at Johns Hopkins University. [http://www.csos.jhu.edu/p2000/program.htm](http://www.csos.jhu.edu/p2000/program.htm)
In Oklahoma, Tulsa’s Community Action Project was able to reduce chronic absence through:

» engaging parents through intensive outreach
» emphasizing the importance of attendance at initial enrollment, program orientation and in home visits
» using data to identify who is at risk of poor attendance and then working with the family to develop attendance plans for children missing too much school

For more information about effective practices with our youngest students, view Right from the Beginning: Early Childhood Strategies for Reducing Chronic Absence

What Does Research Reveal About Parent Attitudes Around Attendance?

As part of BoostUp, an anti-dropout campaign sponsored by the U.S. Army and the Ad Council, in-depth interviews were conducted with low-income parents whose children missed more than 10 days a year in middle school. The Ad Council’s findings reinforced what we know about the myths of school attendance. Researchers found:

» Parents are consistent in saying they want a better life for their children and see high school graduation as key to that better life. This finding challenges the common perception that when children miss school, it’s a sign that their parents don’t care.
» Parents don’t make the connection between attendance in elementary and middle school and eventual graduation. They say they’ll get stricter when their child reaches high school.
» Parents have a problem with their children skipping school, but not with excused absences for illness, rest, family visits, avoiding bullying or even as a reward for good grades. Hispanic mothers, in particular, expressed guilt about not spending enough time with their children, and considered letting them stay home as an expression of love.
» Parents believe that consecutive absences can affect academics, but do not realize that sporadic absences, occurring just once or twice a month, can also present a problem.

What the Ad Council research tells us is that we must help parents see the connections between their children’s attendance and future aspirations, and let them know we all care about their children’s education. It is also important to recognize that many of these misconceptions are not just held by parents. They are also reflected in the attitudes of many school staff and community members. Building a community-wide habit and culture of attendance requires helping everyone to debunk commonly held myths about attendance and make getting children to school every day a shared priority.

Click here to watch our webinar, Bringing it Home: Engaging Parents as Critical Partners in Reducing Chronic Absence.

Click here to read our blog post about the research.
When seeking to engage parents, it’s important to remember these key principles:

**Engage families early.** Begin partnering with families to improve student attendance while children are young. Starting early is essential, because parents are typically more involved and easier to reach when children are young. Young children depend upon families to get to school, whereas older children are more likely to be responsible for taking themselves to school. The interactions with parents in preschool and kindergarten are essential opportunities for building relationships and conveying information about why regular attendance matters.

Equally important, regular attendance starting in preschool is essential to ensuring children gain the foundational skills they need to do well academically and to have a habit of attendance as they get older. If children are chronically absent for multiple years in preschool and the primary grades, they are much less likely to read proficiently in 3rd grade so they can use reading to learn in all their subjects starting in 4th grade. These early investments can avoid the need for more expensive interventions later on.

**Establish a positive relationship.** Before discussing a student’s poor attendance, establish a positive relationship with parents. Often, schools contact families only when there is a problem. Families begin to expect that a phone call or other contact from the school means the student is in trouble. “What did he do this time?” is the question they ask. In the rush to discuss a student’s attendance, we can inadvertently give the message that parents don’t know much and need to do better. Instead, family liaisons who work with parents advise creating a welcoming school environment and building the trust and relationship with parents first. For example, one outreach worker we interviewed shared her approach: When she first meets with the parent of a chronically absent student, she visits the family’s home and deliberately does not talk about how many days
of school the student missed. In fact, she does not say anything about attendance at all until the second meeting. The entire focus of the first meeting is on building a relationship. When parents feel welcome in a school and respected as an important partner in their children’s education, they are more willing to contribute and respond openly and positively.

**Communicate clear expectations and support.** Orient parents to school policies and expectations for student attendance and on-time arrival. Share contact information for district or community agencies that are available to help families that may have difficulties with health issues, homelessness or lack of transportation. Help parents understand that school staff will be monitoring attendance and are available to help families address barriers, such as transportation and health problems, that might be preventing a child from getting to school.

**Take a strengths-based approach.** Don’t assume if a child is chronically absent that it is a signal that parents do not care about the child’s education or attendance. They might care deeply. Ask about what they already do that works. Find out if they can think of any positive examples of activities or supports that made it easier to get their child to school (for example, an engaging classroom activity or the availability of family members or friends to drive or walk their child to school.)

**Check for understanding.** Do parents know what chronic absence is and its impact on their children’s success? Help parents connect the dots so they understand the impact of chronic absence on their child’s future success and what it means for how they support the school success of their child.

**Communicate in the parent’s primary language.** Share written materials in the parent’s home language offering research on the importance of attendance and tips for how parents can ensure students attend school every day. If this is a phone call, consider mailing the handout to the parent as part of a follow-up communication. However, be careful not to rely on handouts and mailings alone.

**Offer support when needed.** Ask parents about what makes it hard to get their child to school. When the issue is difficulties with transportation, health, lack of safe paths to school or family illness, parents may not be able to surmount those challenges without the help of someone outside the family. Discuss what would help to reduce the level of absences. Help them understand that absences - even if excused - can harm their child’s ability to learn and succeed in school and that the school community wants to help.

**Remember that parent engagement is an on-going process, not a one-time event.** Creating on-going opportunities for dialogue with parents invites them to partner in crafting solutions. Many people at a school site such as teachers, school nurses, counselors, after-school providers or parent leaders can and should engage parents about attendance.

Discussions about attendance should be integrated into regular school meetings, parent educations and training on other topics. Let’s face it: What parent would voluntarily give up an evening or part of a weekend to attend a meeting that is just about attendance? Embed the exercises into larger discussions about how to help children succeed in school, tapping into parents’ hopes and dreams. You’re more likely to get parents to come.
3. MATERIALS TO SHARE WITH PARENTS

Videos, handouts, letters and info graphics can be a step in the engagement process, one that ensures everyone - school staff and families - receives the same information. Think about sharing the materials in preschool, kindergarten or school registration packets, in regular school newsletters or on school bulletin boards. Hand them out during back-to-school nights or one-on-one parent meetings to raise awareness and set expectations around attendance. Show the Attendance Works video to explain the nature of chronic absence and explore possible solutions.

Keep in mind that these materials are not a substitute for personal relationships and interactions. Parents and other family members may not always read or see written materials. Or they may absorb the message better when hearing it from respected school leaders and members of their community or experiencing it in an interactive exercise.

» Attendance Works video
» PowerPoint on chronic absence
» Flyers for parents of young children and youth (in English, Spanish and Chinese)
» Calendar for parents to set attendance goals for the student and track absences (in English and Spanish)
» Sample back-to-school letters
» Talking points
» Infographic (in English and Spanish)
4. A SET OF INTERACTIVE EXCERCISES

About the Interactive Exercises

Here are several interactive exercises that can be used to increase parents’ understanding of the impact of chronic absence on their children and their school community and to encourage them to take positive actions. These exercises were designed to spark positive, two-way communication that gives insight to school leaders and parents about why children are missing school. For each exercise, we offer insights about how it could be most effective.

If you think about how busy parents are, you quickly realize that a meeting just about school attendance is unlikely to draw a large crowd. So consider integrating these exercises into an event such as Back to School Night or into a series of parent education or parent empowerment trainings rather than scheduling a stand-alone event.

What should you consider in selecting the right exercise for your group?

Each of these exercises has been used effectively in a variety of settings, ranging from parent meetings at a school site to large plenary sessions at conferences. We expect that users will want to select and adapt an exercise to their audience based on:

» Size of the group
» How many languages are spoken by participants
» Setting (are you in a small room or a large auditorium?)
» Available time
» Learning goals

To help in your selection, we’ve added some notes to each interactive exercise about what factors to take into consideration, as well as a clear description of each exercise.
Exercise: How Chronic Absence Contributes to the Achievement Gap
This exercise is best used to illustrate the cumulative impact of chronic absence and lack of access to quality preschool and summer programs. Recommended for a general audience, to make the point with policy makers and with low-income and/or immigrant parents who may not understand how their choices about attendance in school or preK and the lack of enrichment during the summer contribute to the achievement gap for their children. The steps are actually based on research that establishes how many months of learning loss are associated with each factor. The exercise can be adapted for use in languages other than English. The exercise is purely descriptive so that participants and observers are not asked to disclose personal information. Because it can be done in about 5 minutes, this exercise is ideal when you have a tight agenda.

Exercise: Washing the Elephant
Washing the Elephant is a fun icebreaker for groups of varying sizes. Using humor, it gives parents empathy for how a child might feel after missing a lesson that is crucial to understanding all the subsequent material. It allows two participants to take the small risk of looking a bit foolish in front of peers but with no need for self-disclosure. The exercise can be facilitated in any language. It is a safe choice if you are not sure of the literacy level of participants.

Exercise: Attendance Cafe discussion
This exercise is a facilitated discussion that helps parents to hear one another’s life experiences and share information about their personal experiences - whether positive or negative - in school. The third-person discussion about obstacles parents face in getting their kids to school helps depersonalize the discussion to some extent. By asking the question “How can you help?” the exercise makes the positive assumption that parents have the ability to help one another and their school community. The exercise was originally developed as one of a series of conversations for parents with children who attend the same school. The exercise is best when it builds on group norms that assure safe discussion and positive relationships that hopefully are developing over time. Good facilitation is needed to avoid the shoals of blaming parents for absences.

Exercise: Taking Action on Attendance
Taking Action on Attendance can be used in its short form (25-30 minutes) or as a precursor to a longer discussion about attendance. Unlike the gaps exercise, this exercise is designed to emphasize that parents have the power to affect and support good attendance. In the exercise, each positive action by a parent results in a step forward for the child, bringing him closer to the picture of the school. Each negative parent action results in a step away from school. Because the scenarios need to be read aloud by participants, it’s best to do this exercise in a group where all participants speak the same language and at least four feel comfortable reading aloud.

The suggested talking points help the facilitator and parents understand that daily school attendance is not primarily an issue of compliance but of giving students the maximum amount of time on task in the classroom so that they reach their academic goals. This version of the exercise has been designed for use with parents of young children. Facilitators who wish to adapt the exercise to different audiences are invited to contact Attendance Works to discuss their ideas.
How can you integrate these exercises into the school calendar?
Throughout the course of a school year, schools meet frequently with parents. Each meeting is an opportunity to increase awareness of the importance of promoting good school attendance for the long-term academic success of their children and the steps that they can take on their own and in partnership with others to get their students to school every day.

Opportunities to engage parents include:
» Back To School Nights
» Open houses
» Report Card Pickup
» PTA meetings
» Committee meetings
» Parent education workshops
» Awards ceremonies and special assemblies

Rather than taking a scattershot approach, you may wish to develop a year-long plan to engage parents about attendance. Appendix A offers a plan of action for connecting with families to reduce chronic absence. Beginning during the summer months, school staff and local partners can take advantage of back to school celebrations or preK boot camps to create dialogue. The first month of school is also a great time to introduce attendance activities or routines that can be repeated through the year. For more ideas to launch the first month of school, see the Count Us In! toolkit.

Local organizations that have leadership development or training programs for parents can also integrate the exercises as one strand of a curriculum designed to help parents develop their knowledge and skills.
Please Share Your Ideas with Attendance Works!

This toolkit is a work in progress. We would love to hear from you about how you used the exercises, with what type of audience, changes you made and why as well as ideas for improvement. Also, if you have a parent engagement exercise that is different from the ones listed that you would be willing to share, please contact us.

Attendance Works thanks the W.K. Kellogg Foundation for its generous funding of our work in parent engagement and the Annie E. Casey Foundation and Campaign for Grade-Level Reading for general support of our national work.
ILLUSTRATING THE GAP IN 3RD GRADE READING EXERCISE

Time: 5-8 minutes

Purpose: The purpose of this activity is to illustrate how the gap in 3rd grade reading grows as children have or do not have: 1) access to high quality preschool programs, 2) regular preschool and school attendance and 3) summer learning opportunities.

Instructions:

1) Ask for three volunteers from the audience.

2) Instruct the three volunteers to stand next to each other. Ask for their names.
   » Ask Volunteer A to take 8 steps back. Announce Volunteer A represents the child who starts school a year behind because of an incoming gap school readiness. Share that Volunteer A is a year behind because s/he didn't have a chance to participate in a high quality preschool experience. This child’s parents also didn't have resources to offer a literacy rich early learning environment at home.
   » Ask Volunteer B to take 4 steps back. They attended preschool - but they only went half of the time. In fact, this child was kicked out of preschool after having poor attendance. So they didn’t get the full benefit of the experience.
   » Volunteer C gets to stay right at the line. Having attended a high quality preschool program, he/she is entering kindergarten ready to learn.

3) Ask all three volunteers to walk forward 8 steps to represent a year of learning in kindergarten.
   » After they finish taking the steps, ask Volunteers A and B to both walk back 2 steps because they were chronically absent for the year (Each step represents approximately a month of lost learning. Explain that the 2 steps reflect both the amount of time the student actually missed - and an additional month because of the disruption that caused in their learning. Explain that neither learned the habit of attending regularly since Volunteer A never went to preschool and Volunteer B didn’t develop the habit of attendance in preschool.
   » Ask Volunteer A to take another 2 steps back because they didn’t have any supports to support literacy over the summer so they are experiencing a summer reading loss of 2 months.)
   » Volunteer C stays in place because s/he had satisfactory attendance and had enriching experiences over the summer so s/he experienced no summer learning loss.

4) Ask all three volunteers to walk forward another 8 steps to represent what they would have learned in 1st grade.
   » Ask Volunteers A and B to walk back 2 steps for chronic absence
   » Ask Volunteer A to take 2 steps back for summer reading loss.
   » Again, Volunteer C maintains her position due to satisfactory attendance and summer supports.

5) Final comments to the audience:
   The picture of the widening gap is quite clear. What helps children read is that they are surrounded by a literacy rich early learning environment. This illustrates how what happens in preschool, in school and the summer does or does not contribute to a child having sufficient time to get to reading at grade level by the end of 3rd grade.
WASHING THE ELEPHANT

Expected Outcome: Increased understanding of the effects of absenteeism on the student and other students and the school

1. ICEBREAKER: PRESENT VS. ABSENT 15 min.

Learning objective: to reflect on the effects of absenteeism

Ask one person (Volunteer #1) to leave the room and explain to the rest of the group that you are going to “wash the elephant.” Using an imaginary pail of water and cloth, and informing the audience about the meaning of each move wash the sides, the legs and the trunk; lift the ears and tail and so on. A member of the group (Volunteer #2) then volunteers to demonstrate with no words what he/she has seen you do. The volunteer outside the room is brought back and silently observes the mimed demonstration, then demonstrates what he/she observed and explains what he/she is doing at every move.

2. DEBRIEF 15 min.

Now ask the Volunteer #2 to explain the demonstration to Volunteer #1 who had left the room. Observe her/his reaction. Popcorn-style, ask the following questions:

What made a difference between the first and second volunteers?

Validate responses and emphasize how crucial it is for a person to be present when someone is sharing information or giving instructions.

Why is it important for students to attend school regularly?

Say: when a student is not present in the classroom, he/she misses instruction. The more classes a student misses, the farther behind the student falls

When do you think absences seriously affect a student’s ability to do well in school?

Is it when a student is absent 18 days or more during a school year? Or when they miss 10% of the total school days in a year? Or when they miss 2 days of school per month?

Explain that these are different ways of saying the same thing. A student who misses 2 days per month will end up missing 18 days during the school year, and that equals 10% of the school year. This is what is known as “Chronic absenteeism.”

Key Point: Being present when information is delivered is critical.

When your child misses one day or one lesson, that means when she returns, she may have missed something critical to her understanding of the next several days of instruction.

This exercise was developed for use as part of a parent workshop series by the Bay Area Parent Leadership Action Network, http://www.parentactionnet.org/. Reprinted with permission by Attendance Works, January 2013
APPETIZERS

» Welcome and Parent Café Agreements
» 3 Minute conversation with your designated partner. Each partner gets a turn to respond to these questions: How was school attendance for you when you were a student? Did you go every day? Did you miss a lot?

ENTREE

» Discuss this question for 15 minutes: Did you know that children who miss 18 or more days of the school year (2 days a month) starting in kindergarten are less likely to learn to read by third grade and graduate from high school?
» Discuss this question for 15 minutes: What are some of the obstacles that parents face in getting their children to attend school every day?
» Discuss this question on the new table for 15 minutes: What are some ways that parents can overcome these obstacles? How can you help other parents overcome these obstacles?

DESSERT

» Conversation reflection: Table Hosts summarize the conversations at their tables.
» Volunteer to be on an attendance committee
» One-word reflection

Purpose:  
The purpose of this activity is to help parents see how their choices affect whether their children are in school on time, every day for the entire day (what educators call “time on task”). Time on task matters for a child’s learning and success. Through this activity, parents will know what they can do to support their children in getting to school on time, every day.

STEP A: BUILD KNOWLEDGE (2 minutes)  
Use a short PowerPoint presentation, the Attendance Works video or the parent handout to talk about why attendance matters.

Ask: How many of you think that it’s important for your child to have good attendance? (raise hands)

Say: Today, we will take some time to think about how we can help our children get to school every day.

School attendance is essential beginning in kindergarten. Sometimes we don’t think that it is as important as good attendance in the upper grades because kindergarten is not mandatory in many states. But it is important to build a healthy habit of daily school attendance right from the beginning. Did you know:

» Starting in kindergarten, too many absences can cause some children to fall behind in school.
» How many absences are too many? Chronic absence is defined as 18 days a year—or just 2 days a month.
» Missing 10 percent or about 18 days of the school year in kindergarten can lower achievement in 1st grade and, for some students, through 5th grade.
» Students can still fall behind if they keep missing just a day or two every few weeks.

STEP B: PREPARATION AND ACTIVITY (5 minutes)  
Instructions:  
The goal is to get to the finish line. Use a photo of a school as the finish line.

Mark a line for the starting point. Make sure there is enough room behind the start line as some participants will move backward rather than forward.

Ask for four (4) volunteers and give each participant one of the four (4) scenarios below. If you have the chance, recruit the volunteers in advance and ask if they feel comfortable reading aloud to the rest of the group. They will each become one of the four children for the activity.

Have participants form a single line standing shoulder to shoulder. Allow space in front and behind the participants to move forward or backward. When participants are lined up and ready, read the script below.
Share with audience:
This is the story of four children (pick four names being mindful of cultural sensitivities). They all started kindergarten last fall and it is now February of their first full year in elementary school. Listen as each one tells you about themselves and what their parents do—or don’t do—to help them get to school every day. (Prompt each one to read clearly and loudly.)

Share with the four volunteers:
I will ask you a series of questions. If your answer is YES, take one step forward. If your answer is NO, take one step back. If you’re not sure, don’t move forward or backward.

Let’s begin!
Ask each participant the following questions:

» Do your parents help you get to school on time every day?
» Have your parents established a regular bed time and morning routine?
» Do your parents schedule doctors’ or dentists’ appointments during non-school hours?
» Did your parents make sure you got all your shots before school started?
» Does your family have a back-up plan for times that they cannot get you to school?
» Does your family go on vacation only during official school holidays?
» Have your parents, with the help of school staff, developed a plan to address chronic health conditions like asthma that might make it hard for you to go to school?
» Do your parents notice when you missed school because you were anxious and complained of a stomach ache so stayed home even though you weren’t really ill?
» Does your family track and monitor how many days of school or preschool you’ve missed?

STEP C: DIALOGUE (5-10 minutes)

Instructions:
Say: Let’s stop now and take a look at where each child ended up and talk about how the choices their parents made affected their child’s school attendance.

» Ask the group to reflect on this question: (You may choose to answer this question together as a large group or ask people to talk in pairs depending on how many participants you have. The point is to help the group identify positive or negative steps parents take.)

What did the parents do that resulted in their child taking positive steps forward or taking steps backward?

» Ask parents who were role playing:
How did you feel when you moved forward or backward? (Be prepared for participants to answer as if they are one of children they are playing or from their own perspective and experience. Either one is ok.)

» Ask the entire group:
Based on this activity, what are some ideas you have about things you can do as a parent to help your child have better attendance?

Say: The previous activity gives us a clear picture of how different things that a parent can impact—from daily routines, scheduling choices and health issues—have an effect on attendance and school success.
**STEP D: PROVIDE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES (5 minutes)**

Hand out Attendance Works flyer and review What You Can Do section (You can ask each person to read one bullet point. If someone has already suggested that idea, affirm them for doing so.)

- Set a regular bedtime and morning routine.
- Lay out clothes and pack backpacks the night before.
- Find out what day school starts and make sure your child has the required shots.
- Introduce your child to her teachers and classmates before school starts to help her transition.
- Don’t let your child stay home unless she is truly sick. Keep in mind complaints of a stomach ache or headache can be a sign of anxiety and not a reason to stay home.
- If your child seems anxious about going to school, talk to teachers, school counselors, or other parents for advice on how to make her feel comfortable and excited about learning.
- Develop some backup plans for getting to school if something comes up. Call on a family member, a neighbor or another parent.
- Avoid medical appointments and extended trips when school is in session.

**STEP E: STEPS TO SUCCESS ACTION PLAN (5 MINUTES)**

**Instructions:**
Ask each parent to write an Attendance Action plan, listing at least one step that they will take to help their child succeed in school.

Ask if one or two parents would be willing to share one step they plan to take.

Thank participants and encourage them to put their Action plan up somewhere like the fridge where it will help them remember what they have resolved to do.

Taking Action on Attendance is an adaptation of an exercise called Steps to Success developed by Abriendo Puertas/Opening Doors for its parent leadership training curriculum. To learn more about the Abriendo Puertas curriculum, go to [http://www.familiesinschools.org/abriendo-puertas-opening-doors/](http://www.familiesinschools.org/abriendo-puertas-opening-doors/). Attendance Works wishes to thank and acknowledge Abriendo Puertas for supporting the development of Taking Action on Attendance.
**Scenarios**

**Scenario 1 -- Anna**
My name is Anna. I live with my mother, older brother and grandmother.

- I love my kindergarten teacher! I met her at the Open House last spring. I look forward to playing with my friends at school.
- Every night before I go to bed at 9 o’clock, I get to choose what I will wear to school the next day.
- My mother drops me and my brother off on her way to work.
- Last semester, I was late to school several times when mommy had car trouble.
- Even though she knows I hate needles, my mommy took me and my brother to get our booster shots over the summer.

**Scenario 2 -- Maria**
My name is Maria. I'm 5 years old. I live with my mother in the shelter.

- I have trouble waking up in the morning. Sometimes I can’t fall asleep until very late because of the noise. My mother tries to get me going in the morning but I’m often tardy to school.
- This year, I was unable to start school on time. I missed three days at the beginning of the year because I didn’t get my booster shot. My mom did not know that this was a new school requirement.
- I have asthma. The school nurse and my teacher keep an eye on me and help me when they see I’m having trouble breathing. With their help, I haven’t had an asthma attack and have been able to stay in class.

**Scenario 3 -- Aaron**
My name is Aaron. I have two brothers and one sister. I am the youngest in my family.

- I arrive late to school a lot. It’s hard for us to make it on time. There is always a scramble to get me and the other three kids dressed, fed and out the door.
- I also missed several days of school because my parents scheduled doctors’ and dentist’s appointments during school hours. Sometimes I would get pulled out even when the appointment was not for me but for one of my brothers or sister.
- In November, we all missed a week of school because my parents decided to leave for vacation while school was in session.

**Scenario 4 -- Carlos**
My name is Carlos. I live with my parents and my baby sister.

- My dad makes me go to bed at 9:30 every night. I usually wake up alert and eat a big breakfast.
- Last fall, I missed several days of school. I told my parents my tummy hurt. They took me to the doctor after school. The doctor said I was not sick. My parents asked me if something else was going on at school. I just shrugged my shoulders and said no. My mom wants to talk to my teacher but she hasn’t had time to follow up.
- My baby sister is having surgery next week. So my parents have asked grandma to come and help get me to school while they take care of her.
APPENDIX A—CONNECTING WITH STUDENTS AND FAMILIES TO REDUCE CHRONIC ABSENCE: A MODEL FOR OUTREACH AND INTERVENTION

Personalized early outreach is one of the key strategies that Attendance Works recommends school communities undertake to move the needle on chronic absence. How personalized early outreach looks and is integrated into school and community practice will vary, but there are a number of strategies with evidence of impact that schools should consider as they design the outreach and intervention processes that work for them.

A 3-Tiered Approach

A systematic and sustainable approach to reducing chronic absence requires a combination of universal and preventive programs that build a culture of attendance throughout the school and community, early outreach that enables school and community staff to build relationships with families and stem absenteeism early on; and intensive intervention that focuses resources on the most high need students and their families.

Working with Community Partners to Develop a Coordinated Approach

Building trusting relationships with students and families is critical to effective outreach and intervention, but this work should not be left on the shoulders of schools alone. Coordinating with community partners allows broader reach, engages more stakeholders, and leverages the relationships and capacities of partners to have greater impact. Together, school staff and community partners can design an approach to outreach and intervention that starts early - before school begins - and continues throughout the year.

Creating a Plan for the Summer, the Start of School and Beyond

The following diagrams reflect one model for outreach and intervention that integrates the efforts of both school staff and community partner staff. In designing their own model, communities do not need to start from scratch and instead should inventory and leverage what relevant programs and practices already exist. In many cases, elements of a model for outreach and intervention may already be in place but need to be coordinated and structured in a strategic way.
Summer provides the opportunity to prepare for the school year and to set the tone for the rest of the year, not only for students and families, but also for school and community partner staff. Use the summer to begin to build trusting relationships with families and to equip staff with the skills, understanding and data that will enable them to stay informed about their families and work with them effectively to improve students’ attendance. To ensure confidentiality concerns are addressed, schools should ensure a confidentiality waiver form is included in registration packets to get parent permission for their child’s data to be shared with community partners so they can help.

The first month of school is the perfect time to build a sense of excitement about the school year and to introduce students and families to expectations about attendance as well as positive incentives for attendance. It can also be a gauge for the coming year and gives teachers and community partner staff the opportunity to step in early to stem early signs of chronic absenteeism. We encourage schools and communities to consider creating “attendance rituals” where they publicly discuss the importance of attendance and celebrate good and improved attendance. Key parent-focused events, such as Back to School Night and parent teacher conferences, can be excellent opportunities to reinforce messaging about the importance of good attendance. Parents should feel supported in their efforts to get their children to school.
To be effective, family outreach, parent education, and celebrations of good and improved attendance must be sustained throughout the year. Schools and community partners should plan for regular and ongoing attendance team meetings and quarterly attendance practice reviews, to ensure that they are coordinating effectively around families in need.

Key Considerations for Effective Outreach and Intervention

» Trusting relationships with families are a critical component for making an impact and taking the time to build these relationships is a worthwhile investment. Schools should also leverage existing relationships in the community to make connections and build their own credibility.

» Intensive intervention strategies should be tailored to the student population and the unique barriers that families face. While trained professionals, such as school social workers, are best equipped to offer this intervention, these efforts should be coordinated with other family outreach efforts so that families have a coordinated system of support.

» Teachers play a critical role in family outreach and intervention, but communicating and working effectively with parents can be difficult, especially for teachers who work with high need students and families. Schools should provide training to help them understand the challenges their students might face, as well as the skills to break down barriers through communication. Teacher home visits can be an effective way to build trusting relationships with parents. Teachers can share their expectations of their students, learn about their students, and hear parents’ own hopes and dreams for what their children will achieve.